discovered the X-ray and later was able to make the first images from his wife hand. This was the begging of looking inside the patient in a novel way 1 .
From Röentgen to the present time the Radiology, now .
In future years to come radiologist are likely to act more as consultants and share responsibilities in patient management. Evidence from medical practice including trends to integrate medical diagnose, practice and treatment to each patient routine should thrive only if market practices allow for incorporation of recent innovation trends. In fact, nowadays the current thinking points to de-hospitalization, wearables (with so called "internet of things") and other empowering tools that allows for each person a better knowledge of his/her health status. Radiologist comes directly into this new agenda as "gate-keepers" for medical interactions. It is expected that techniques will bring together information from anatomy, physiology and "omics" (suffix related to genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, interactomics, socionomics and such). In this scenario, what we currently have as parts of the 'patient enigma' should be integrated in an imaging background. "Practice prophets" propose that, instead of sending a patient to have blood (and other fluids/ tissues) samples analyzed in a pathology lab, the patient will have imaging examination (usually in more than one modality) and then perform biopsies, all integrated in only one imaging procedure. Imagine having immunochemical essays performed inside patient's body and pathology assessment based in either non-invasive imaging or (as above mentioned) obtained with minimal harm -and at the same time, delivering the treatment. All those points will require a more pro-active role for the radiologist. The imaging diagnostic specialty should mold itself in an imaging diagnostic/prognostic/treatment procedure -and all this in close relationship with the carrying physician. The role of a medical doctor (not only a radiologist) will be quite challenging, as the "intangible items" of medical practice governing human interactions will turn into the critical ones. Our relationships and trust, care and human "biological communication skills will be key 10 .
